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Abstract

The work described in this paper employs large eddy simulation and the discrete element method to study particleladen flows, including particle dispersion and agglomeration, in a horizontal channel. The particle-particle
interaction model used is based on the Hertz-Mindlin approach with Johnson-Kendall-Roberts cohesion to allow the
simulation of Van der Waals forces in the dry air flow considered. The influence of different particle surface
energies, particle size, particle concentration and flow Reynolds numbers on particle agglomeration is investigated.
The turbulent structure of the flow is found to dominate the motion of the particles, although the agglomeration rate
is found to be strongly influenced by all of the variables noted above, with most of the particle-particle interactions
taking place at locations close to the channel walls, aided by the higher turbulence levels and concentration of
particles in these regions.
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1. Introduction
Particle agglomeration, dispersion and deposition processes are of relevance to a wide range of industrial
applications that involve particle-laden flows in the fine chemical, pharmaceutical, and oil and gas industries, and
waste management sectors, as well as being of relevance generally in aerodynamic dispersion applications, for
example, in the dry powder inhalers (DPIs) used for drug delivery through the lungs. In the latter application, all of
the mechanisms noted are prevalent, and critical to the functionality of the delivery process [1-4]. The dry powder in
the dosing chamber of a DPI device needs to be de-agglomerated into an aerosol using the vacuum generated by a
patient’s inhalation. One difficulty associated with these delivery systems is in determining the deposition site of the
administered dose [5]. Factors that influence deposition within the respiratory tract are the physical and chemical
properties of the fluid medium and the nature of the aerosol particles. To achieve effective delivery for dry powder
inhalers, the dispersion and deposition behaviour of particles in turbulent air needs to be studied to quantify the
conditions favouring de-agglomeration of powders and their delivery by deposition into the lungs’ airways [6].
In this work, an advanced predictive technique for describing fluid motion, namely large eddy simulation (LES),
is coupled with the discrete element method (DEM) to provide further understanding of flows containing solid
particles. These methods are applied to study the behaviour of single particles and how they relate to bulk behaviour,
including particle dispersion, deposition and agglomeration, in a horizontal channel. The influences of different
particle sizes, surface energies, concentrations and fluid flow Reynolds number are investigated.
In the context of two- and multiphase turbulent bounded flows, the most recent studies using one- and two-way
coupled approaches for dispersed particle regimes mainly focus on the influence of flow structures on particle
motion, and the study of non-spherical particle shapes. A recent study on one-way coupled flow by Njobuenwu and
Fairweather [7], which considered the effect of particle shape on inertial particle dynamics in a channel flow, used
large eddy simulation coupled to a Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT) technique. Their results showed a clear
distinction between the behaviour of the various particles types, indicating the significance of particle shape when
modelling many practically relevant flows. Recent work on four-way coupled flows, as considered herein, includes
that of Alletto and Breuer [8] who used LES to predict a particle-laden turbulent flow at high mass loading
downstream of a confined bluff body. The influence of fluid-particle interactions (two-way coupling) and particleparticle collisions (four-way coupling) were investigated in detail. Laín [9] described a three-dimensional EulerianLagrangian calculation of confined horizontal gas-particle flows emphasising the importance of elementary
processes, such as particle collisions with rough walls and inter-particle collisions, on the predicted two-phase flow
variables and pressure drop along a duct. de Souza et al [10] adopted an LES-LPT approach with the goal of better
understanding the interactions between particles and fluid in a vertical conical diffuser. The authors showed that,
even at moderate mass loadings, particles can significantly affect the diffuser flow pattern, and reattach the
otherwise separated flow under some conditions. Mallouppas and van Wachem [11] similarly used LES to simulate
the behaviour of interacting particles in a turbulent channel flow. The importance of individual physical phenomena
occurring in particle-laden flows was investigated through a series of simulations that were fully four-way coupled.
The simulation results demonstrated that rough walls and inter-particle collisions have an important effect in
redistributing particles across the channel, even for very dilute flows. Vincent et al. [12] utilised a direct numerical
simulation (DNS) together with a Lagrangian volume of fluid (VOF) method to study particle flows in a vertical
pipe. The authors developed a specific Eulerian volume of fluid method with Lagrangian tracking of the phase
function and presented a strategy for handling particle collisions and lubrication effects. The numerical solutions
were compared to existing theoretical and experimental results with good agreement found. It is worthy of note that
DNS continues to be used to study such flows, although this is generally for low Reynolds number cases. Therefore
one of the main challenges for LES is to compute flows with high precision at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers
to more closely replicate those conditions found in practical applications.
All of this work has highlighted the importance of inter-particle collisions and their effects on fluid and particle
characteristics. However, none has considered in detail the conditions that favour the agglomeration of particles. The
dynamics of particle-laden fluid flows include a number of important aspects that dictate whether particle
agglomeration will occur, affecting in turn particle dispersion and deposition. These include factors such as the
instantaneous particle velocity, and the size, concentration, collision frequency and surface properties of the
particles. As a result, many complications arise when analysing the underlying mechanisms responsible for
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agglomeration. The coupling of LES and DEM is an effective approach that is capable of providing insight into
these mechanisms as well as a predictive method applicable to many practically-relevant flows. The work described
builds on the previous findings of Afkhami et al. [13] which used LES and DEM to demonstrate that a high particle
mass loading is not required to promote particle agglomeration in turbulent channel flows.
2. Numerical Approach
The LES employed used a top-hat filter as this fits naturally into a finite-volume formulation. This is then used to
decompose the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible Newtonian fluid with constant
properties into resolved and unresolved fields, bringing about terms which represent the effect of the sub-grid scale
(SGS) motions on the resolved scale motions. The SGS stress model employed in this work was the dynamic model
of Germano et al. [14], applied using the approximate localisation procedure of Piomelli and Liu [15]. Computations
were performed using the commercial CFD code ANSYS Fluent. The code implements an implicit finite-volume
incompressible flow solver using a co-located variable storage arrangement. Because of this arrangement, a
procedure similar to that outlined by Rhie and Chow [16] is used to prevent checkerboarding of the pressure field.
Time advancement is performed via an implicit method for all transport terms, and the overall procedure is secondorder accurate in both space and time. The code is parallel and uses the message passing interface HP MPI. Further
information on the mathematical model employed, and the numerical algorithm and its application, may be found in
the ANSYS Fluent 13.0 theory guide.
A Lagrangian approach was used to model particle motion from the instantaneous fluid velocity field in which
the particles are tracked along their trajectories through the unsteady, non-uniform flow field. All particles were
assumed to be soft spheres with equal diameter and density, with particles much heavier than the fluid (ρn /ρf >> 1)
assumed. Elghobashi and Truesdell [17] have shown that the only significant forces in such systems are the Stokes
drag and buoyancy force, although buoyancy was also neglected due to the effect of gravity not being considered.
The shear induced Saffman lift force was taken into account as it assumes non-trivial magnitudes in the viscous sublayer. This work uses a modified spherical, free-stream drag for calculation of the force on the particles. All fluid
parameters were taken from the fluid cell element which contained the centre of the DEM particle. This treatment is
therefore only valid for particles of the same size as, or smaller than, a fluid finite-volume cell; or where the change
in fluid parameters (velocity, density, viscosity, etc.) over the extent of a particle remain roughly constant. The
particle-laden flow was assumed to be dilute (particle volume fraction ~ 10-5), and the method incorporated full
coupling between the phases, i.e. interactions between particles were considered, and the flow and particles were
two-way coupled. Particle-wall collisions were assumed to be inelastic, with the coefficient of restitution set to 0.5.
Particle-particle interactions were modelled using the discrete element method incorporating the contact model of
Herz-Mindlin with Johnson-Kendall-Roberts cohesion to allow the simulation of the Van der Waals forces which
influence particle behaviour [18]. The approach only considered the attractive forces within the contact area, i.e. the
attractive inter-particle forces are of infinite short range. The particle surface attractive force was altered by
specifying the interface energy, * , with the amount of interface energy influencing the cohesion of the material. The
speed of disturbance waves was approximated by Rayleigh surface wave propagation based on the physical
properties of the discrete medium. The time must then be sufficiently less than the Rayleigh time-step in order to
ensure realistic force transmission rates in the assembly and to prevent numerical instability [19]. The flow was
described by a three-dimensional Cartesian co-ordinate system (x, y and z) representing the streamwise, spanwise
and wall-normal directions, respectively. The boundary conditions for the momentum equations were set to no-slip
at the channel walls and the instantaneous flow field was considered to be periodic along the streamwise and
spanwise directions, with a constant mass flux through the channel. The shear Reynolds numbers, Re τ = huτ/v, used
in the simulations were 150, 300 and 590 corresponding to bulk Reynolds numbers of Re b ~ 2100, 4200 and 8260,
respectively, based on the channel half height, h. The rectangular channel considered was of dimensions 2h × 2πh ×
4πh. The length of the channel in the streamwise direction was sufficiently long to capture the streamwise-elongated,
near-wall turbulence structures that exist in wall-bounded shear flows. The non-uniform Cartesian grid used one
million computational nodes. The initial particle positions were distributed randomly throughout the channel, with
their initial velocity set to zero and with the particles coming in-line with local flow velocities with time. Particles
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were assumed to interact with turbulent eddies over a certain period of time, that being the lesser of the eddy
lifetime and the transition time. Particles that moved out of the channel were re-introduced into the computational
domain using periodic boundary conditions. Particle and fluid densities were set to ρ p = 1000 and ρf = 1.3 kg m-3,
respectively, with the kinematic viscosity v = 15.7 × 10-6 m2 s-1. The particle relaxation time is given by τp = ρp
dp2/18ρU, and the non-dimensional particle response time is defined as the particle Stokes number, St = τp+ = τp/τf,
where τf is a characteristic time scale of the flow (defined as τf = v/uτ2, where the shear velocity uτ = 0.118, 0.235 and
0.463 for the 150, 300 and 590 shear Reynolds number flows, respectively). For the simulations presented, the
particles considered were large with a relaxation time greater than the smallest fluid time scales, therefore the
influence of the unresolved fluctuating velocities in the LES on particle motion was not important [20]. The surface
energy, size and total number of particles considered, with the corresponding particle relaxation times, Stokes
number, and other relevant parameters, are given in Table 1.
Table 1 Particle parameters used in the simulations.
St

Surface
Energy /
J m-2

τp

dp / μm

Particle
Number

Volume Fraction

Reτ

216
54; 216; 837
216
100; 25

0; 0.05; 0.5; 5
0.05; 0.5
0.05
0.05

61.2u10-3
61.2u10-3
61.2u10-3
28.3u10-3; 7.1u10-3

150
150
150
102; 51

20,000
20,000
5,605; 71,489
63,607; 508,850

2.80u10-5
2.80u10-5
7.84u10-6; 1.00u10-4
2.80u10-5

300
150; 300; 590
300
300

3. Results and Discussion
The results generated by the LES for the fluid phase were verified using DNS predictions for the various shear
Reynolds number flows considered. Overall, the LES showed good agreement with the DNS, with the mean
velocities and rms of fluctuating velocity components matching those of the DNS. The particle phase behaviour was
also compared with one-way coupled DNS predictions, with results again in reasonable agreement with those
derived on the basis of the DNS.
Figure 1 shows results for the number of particle bonds in the channel with time. It is important to note that all
particle sizes and shear Reynolds numbers used were 150 μm and 300, unless stated otherwise. The results clearly
illustrate a general increase in the number of bonds with time due to the effects of flow turbulence on the particles.
From the results of Figure 1(a), the rate at which the particles form bonds increases with the particle surface energy,
as would be anticipated. Agglomeration is first seen to occur at around t = 0.001 s; here the particles have increased
their velocity to an extent where the flow turbulence now causes particle-particle interactions. Further scrutiny of the
results, for all the cases considered, shows that a linear increase in particle bond numbers then continues to about t =
0.1 s, after which an increasing divergence is seen between the higher (5.0 and 0.5 J m -2) and the lower (0.05 J m-2)
surface energy particles. For the 0.05 J m-2 particles the rate of bond formation increases roughly linearly with time
after an initial period. In the higher surface energy cases, however, the trend is exponential, indicating an ever
increasing rate at which particle bonds form with time. This suggests that there is some mechanism that advantages
the higher surface energy particles in the formation of agglomerates, other than the surface energy alone. In regions
close to the channel centre, the particles are very dispersed and not likely to come into contact with each other.
Therefore, the number of bonds formed is minimal and not significantly different for all surface energies. Towards
the channel walls, however, the conditions favour particle agglomeration. In the buffer layer, the particle
concentration is again low; nevertheless, the number of bonds formed is proportionally higher for particles of greater
surface energy as the flow turbulence is sufficiently high to be effective in causing particle-particle collisions. Near
the channel walls, high particle concentrations and low levels of flow turbulence lead to a further increase in the
number of bonds formed as the particle kinetic energy is low and therefore ineffective in promoting particle
separation after collision. Further analysis would be beneficial in order to quantify the relationship between the
particle surface energy, the pull-off force and flow turbulence, and their impact on the formation of successful Van
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der Waals bonds. The dispersing behaviour of the particles and the regions in which particle bonds are formed is,
however, discussed further below. At the end of the simulation (t = 0.2s), and for the 0.05, 0.5 and 5.0 J m-2 surface
energy particles, respectively, there are 195, 654 and 810 particle bonds in the flow. The greater surface energy of
the 0.5 J m-2 particles, as compared to the 0.05 J m-2 particles, therefore gives rise to more than three times the
number of bonds. However, a further increase of one order of magnitude in the surface energy to 5.0 J m-2 does not
result in an equivalent increase. This is indicative of the surface energy value nearing a threshold; hence, any further
increase does not dramatically enhance particle agglomeration. From the above analysis, it is clear that the effects of
flow turbulence are dominant in creating particle bonds, and that the particle surface energy is likewise a key factor
in determining Van der Waals-induced particle agglomeration in the flow.
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Fig. 1. Number of bonds formed between particles with time for variations in (a) particle surface energy, (b) flow Reynolds number, (c) particle
concentration, and (d) particle size (Reτ=300 except in part (b)).

The 0.05 and 0.5 J m-2 surface energies have greater practical relevance and were therefore selected for further
study. Figure 1(b) again shows the formation of particle bonds, but for three different flow Reynolds numbers. For
all three shear Reynolds numbers containing 0.05 J m-2 particles, initially the rate at which the particles form bonds
increase linearly with the Reynolds number. Further scrutiny of the results shows that agglomeration first occurs at t
≈ 0.005, 0.001 and 0.003 s for the Reτ = 150, 300 and 590 flows, respectively, indicating a slower acceleration of the
particles in the Reτ = 150 flow. The number of bonds formed in the Reτ = 590 flow is seen to diverge from the lower
Reynolds number flows and peaks at t ≈ 0.170 s, after which the rate of bond formation declines slightly. However,
this change in the rate of bond formation is not seen for the Reτ = 150 and 300 flows. Eventually, the bond numbers
for the Reτ = 300 and 150 flows surpass that of the Reτ = 590 flow at t ≈ 0.162 and t ≈ 0.197 s, respectively. At the
end of the simulation, and for the Reτ = 150, 300 and 590 flows, there are 215, 229 and 207 particle bonds,
respectively. This behaviour suggests that the higher flow turbulence in the Reτ = 590 case is responsible for creating
a larger number of particle-particle interactions compared to the Reτ = 300 and 150 flows. The subsequent decline in
the rate of particle bond formation for the Reτ = 590 case is then indicative of an increase in the rate of particle bond
breakage. This behaviour can be attributed to the initial conditions; as the particles accelerate and their velocity
comes in line with that of the fluid, the greater flow turbulence causes the particles to encounter more fluid
resistance (due to the drag forces acting in the opposite direction to the relative motion of the particle moving with
respect to the surrounding fluid), with this increased resistance responsible for the increased rate of particle bond
breakage in the higher Reynolds number flow. For 0.5 J m-2 particles, the results clearly show an increase in the
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number of bonds with time; however, the rate at which the particles form bonds increases with the flow Reynolds
number throughout the simulation. For all three shear Reynolds numbers, initially the rate of bond formation
increases roughly linearly with time but then changes to an exponential profile. This is most apparent for the higher
shear Reynolds number case. Agglomeration is first seen at approximately t = 0.001 s for the 300 and 590 Reynolds
number flows and at t = 0.01 s in the case of the 150 Reynolds number flow. A linear increase in particle bond
numbers then continues to about t = 0.05 s, after which an increasing divergence is seen between the various
Reynolds number flows. As for the results of Figure 1(a), this behaviour indicates a mechanism within the flow that
advantages the particles exposed to higher Reynolds numbers in the formation of agglomerates. This occurs as a
result of regions of high particle concentration and low particle mean velocity near the channel walls; in such
regions the number of bonds formed is proportionally higher for particles of higher Reynolds number as the particles
migrate to these regions at a faster rate. Moreover, the increased shear in the high Reynolds number flows increases
the intensity of these turbulent regions, and therefore the particle fluctuations and hence their interactions. Further
analysis is desirable to establish a quantitative relationship between the particle fluctuating velocity and its impact
on the formation of successful bonds. For the Reτ = 150, 300 and 590 flows, respectively, there are 528, 635 and
1524 particle bonds in the flow at the end of the simulation. These figures further reflect that increases in the flow
Reynolds number dramatically enhance turbulence, and as a result particle agglomeration. It is thus again clear that
the effects of turbulence are significant in creating successful particle-particle bonds, and that the flow Reynolds
number is a key factor in determining particle agglomeration.
Figure 1(c) shows particle bond formation for three different particle numbers, 5,605, 20,000 and 71,489, which
correspond to volume fractions of 7.84×10-6, 2.80×10-5 and 1.00×10-4, respectively. A surface energy of 0.05 J m-2
was selected for this study. For all particle concentrations there is an increase in the number of bonds with time, with
the rate at which the particle bonds form increasing with concentration. Agglomeration is first seen at approximately
t = 0.015, 0.001 and 0.004 s for the 5,605, 20,000, and 71,489 particle numbers. This reflects that for low particle
concentrations the particles have to disperse a greater distance before coming into contact. For the lowest
concentration flow, the rate of bond formation remains consistent and almost linear with time. In the case of the
medium and high concentrations, however, initially the rate of bond formation increases roughly linearly with time
but then changes to an exponential profile at about t = 0.02 s, before reverting back to a linear relationship around t
= 0.07 s. This is most apparent for the highest concentration case, where the trend shows a more evident transition
from exponential to a very steep linear relationship, indicating that the flow accelerates the particles to an
approximately constant bulk particle velocity. Closer examination of the results shows that the highest concentration
flow diverges from the lower concentration cases at the very start of the simulation, with the divergence increasing
as the particles increase in their velocity. This trend is again repeated at t = 0.06 s where the medium concentration
flow deviates at an increasing rate from the low concentration case. For the low, medium and high volume fraction
flows, respectively, there are 21, 265 and 2,675 particle bonds in the flow at the end of the simulation. These figures
demonstrate that a three and a half fold increase in particle number dramatically increases the number of particle
bonds. It is thus clear that the collision frequency in turbulent flows is not directly proportional to the particle
concentration, i.e. an increase in particle number gives an exponential rise in the number of particle bonds.
Figure 1(d) shows particle bond formation for three different particle sizes; 51 μm, 102 μm and 150 μm, where
for an equal volume fraction of 2.8×10-5, there are 508,850, 63,607 and 20,000 particles in the flow, respectively.
Again, a surface energy of 0.05 J m-2 was selected for further study. For all particle sizes, the rate of bond formation
increases roughly linearly with time after an initial period. The results show an inverse relationship between particle
size and the rate at which particle bonds form, indicated by the steeper gradient of the smaller particle results.
Agglomeration is first seen to occur at around t = 0.001 s for all particle sizes. For the 51 μm particles, the number
of bonds increases smoothly with time, whereas in the larger particle cases the trend is more variable, indicating a
higher rate of bond breakage. This difference in bond breakage is explained by the differences in particle numbers,
the cubed power-law relationship between particle radius and the particle overlap region, the fact that smaller
particles encounter less fluid drag, and lastly larger particles having greater momentum for the collision which could
lead to the breakage of the bonds. At the end of the simulation, for the 51, 102 and 150 μm particles, there are 229,
2,247 and 42,209 particle bonds in the flow, respectively. Reducing the particle diameter one half from 150 to 102
μm, for an equivalent volume fraction, therefore results in a 10 fold increase in bond number, with a further
reduction to 51 μm giving rise to more than 18 times the number of bonds. A further reduction in particle size may
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not, however, necessarily lead to an increase in the number of particle bonds formed, as very small particles have
low inertia and tend to track the fluid flow. From the above analysis, it is clear that the effects of flow turbulence are
similar across all particle sizes (or Stokes numbers), and that the particle size is likewise a key factor in determining
particle agglomeration in the flow. To further understand the extent to which particle size affects the mechanisms of
particle agglomeration and dispersion, it is necessary to analyse in detail the particle collision frequency, the bond
strength, and particle drag and dispersion, although this will be the subject of further work.
Figure 2(a-k) shows the instantaneous location of individual particles and bonds in the wall-normal direction for
all cases given in Table 1, and their number at each location, at time t = 0.2 s. Results are shown for 50 equally
spaced regions across half the channel height, with particle statistics combined within each of the slabs of fluid
considered. The columns for the number of bonds are plotted in relation to the channel walls, with column 1
adjacent to the lower and upper walls and column 50 at the channel centre. In order to compare the effects of
different variables on particle agglomeration in flows with different particle concentrations, the local number of
bonds, B=B(s), has been normalised by the total number of bonds, Bt. Furthermore, the local particle concentration
C=C(s), has been normalised against the concentration, C0, at an earlier time step of t = 0.1 s so that the results are
independent of the initial conditions imposed on the particles. To investigate the effects of surface energy on particle
agglomeration, three particles of different surface energies were selected for a shear Reynolds number flow of 300;
these include 0.05 J m-2 (Figure 2(f)), 0.5 J m-2 (Figure 2(g)) and 5.0 J m-2 (Figure 2(h)). The results shows that at
the channel centre the number of normalised bonds is 1.61, 0.21 and 0.24, respectively, with these values increasing
towards the walls, where for columns 1 and 2 they increase to an average of 3.23, 6.89 and 8.88, and 2.82, 5.03 and
4.47, respectively. Therefore, relative to the total number of particle bonds present, particle agglomeration at the
channel centre is highest for the lowest surface energy particles, whereas close to the walls (column 1)
agglomeration is highest for the highest surface energy particles. Further away from the walls (column 2) it is
highest for the medium surface energy particles. These results indicate, therefore, that particle surface energy is
important in the formation of particle-particle bonds, as might be anticipated, although less effective in resisting
bond breakage due to the effects of flow turbulence. This is most likely due to flow turbulence increasing the pulloff force of the higher surface energy particles leading to their separation.
The effect of flow Reynolds number on particle agglomeration for low surface energy (0.05 J m-2) particles is
considered in the results for three Reτ; 150 (Figure 2(a)), 300 (Figure 2f) and 590 (Figure 2(j)). The results show that
for low surface energy particles, the level of turbulence in the Reτ=300 flow is the most effective in forming particle
agglomerates. In the case of the medium surface energy (0.5 J m-2) particles, for Reτ=150 (Figure 2(b)), 300 (Figure
2(g)) and 590 (Figure 2(k)), the particle behaviour reflects the higher turbulence levels in the 590 flow, which drives
the particles to regions of lower fluid velocity. Throughout the Reτ=590 flow, particle agglomeration is enhanced
through high fluctuating velocities which affect a high number of particle-particle interactions, with peak levels
approximately 30 wall units away from the solid boundaries. This effect is therefore most evident in the results for
columns 2-5, which contain the highest agglomerate number, excluding those regions closest to the walls where
particle concentrations are high.
The effects of particle concentration on agglomeration are investigated by comparing low surface energy
particles (0.05 J m-2) at low (5,605, Figure 2(e)), medium (20,000, Figure 2(f)), and high (71,489, Figure 2(i))
concentrations. In the low concentration flow, particles form bonds in different regions of the channel and are well
dispersed, whereas a large number of particles are segregated at the walls. A higher fraction of bonds are present
closer to the channel walls, with columns 1-5 containing 14.3% of the total number of bonds. The medium
concentration flow contains particle-particle bonds that are more concentrated closer to the channel walls, with
columns 1-5 accounting for 23.8% of the total number of bonds. Lastly, in the high concentration flow, particle
bonds are again well dispersed, as seen in the lower concentration flow, where columns 1-5 contain 16.8% of the
total number of bonds. This behaviour indicates that a very high concentration of particles damps the flow
turbulence and/or slows down the rate of particle dispersion in the flow.
Figures 2(c), (d) and (f) compare the instantaneous distribution of particle position and bonds, but for different
particle sizes (i.e. 51, 102 and 150 μm) and a surface energy 0.05 J m-2. Again, a general increase in particle
agglomeration is seen towards the channel walls. For the 51 and 102 μm particles, at the channel centre (column 50)
the normalised number of bonds is 0.43 and 0.72, with these values increasing towards the walls at a high rate,
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where for columns 1 and 2 they increase to an average of 11.9 and 4.48, and 4.68 and 2.67, respectively. In contrast,
the 150 μm particle bonds are more dispersed within the channel. The results therefore suggest that smaller particles
have a greater propensity to form particle agglomerates throughout the channel, which is further aided by regions of
high turbulence in the buffer layer and high particle concentrations at the walls.
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Fig. 2 Normalised bond and particle number distribution across the channel at t = 0.2 s for (a) Reτ = 150; 150 μm; 0.05 J m-2; 20,000 particles, (b)
Reτ = 150; 150 μm; 0.5 J m-2; 20,000, (c) Reτ = 300; 51 μm; 0.05 J m-2; 508,850, (d) Reτ = 300; 102 μm; 0.05 J m-2; 63,607, (e) Reτ = 300; 150 μm;
0.05 J m-2; 5,605, (f) Reτ = 300; 150 μm; 0.05 J m-2; 20,000, (g) Reτ = 300; 150 μm; 0.5 J m-2; 20,000, (h) Reτ = 300; 150 μm; 5 J m-2; 20,000, (i)
Reτ = 300; 150 μm; 0.05 J m-2; 71,489, (j) Reτ = 590; 150 μm; 0.05 J m-2; 20,000, and (k) Reτ = 590; 150 μm; 0.5 J m-2; 20,000.

Fig. 3(a-d) shows the time evolution of the maximum value of the particle number density near the wall. The
rationale for monitoring this quantity lies in the fact that the concentration close to the wall is the one that takes
longest to reach a steady state. In Figure 3(a), the results clearly show that, starting from an initial distribution
corresponding to a flat profile centered around npmax = 1, the particles accumulate at the walls at an approximately
linear rate. In Figure 3(b), npmax in the Reτ = 150, 300 and 590 flows is seen to increase linearly to almost constant
values at 0.23, 0.15 and 0.23 s, respectively. This behaviour suggests that the turbulence in the higher Reynolds
number flows accelerates the particles at a faster rate in all directions (including towards the walls). In Figure 3(c),
the higher concentration flows reach an asymptote earlier than the flow with the lowest particle concentration. This
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is due to a high concentration of particles damping the flow turbulence and delaying particle drift. In Figure 3(d),
two competing effects are relevant, making the analysis more complicated, namely particle concentration and Stokes
number. From previous studies, however, it is known that in turbulent channel flow particle positions close to a wall
correlate with instantaneous regions of low velocity along the streamwise direction, with particles avoiding regions
of high velocity. The behaviour observed is consistent with previous LES and DNS results where turbophoresis is
known to cause the accumulation of particles in near-wall regions, which in the present flow also enhances the rate
of particle agglomeration in such regions.
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Fig. 3. Maximum value of particle number density at the wall, n pmax, as a function of time for variations in (a) surface energy, (b) Reynolds
number, (c) concentration and (d) particle size (Reτ=300 except in part (b)).

4. Conclusions
The work reported has focused on the prediction of those conditions that favour particle agglomeration and
dispersion within turbulent channel flows using a fully coupled LES-DEM approach. Simulations have been carried
out to investigate the effects of particle size and concentration on particle agglomeration. Furthermore, particles with
different surface properties have been simulated in three channel flows with different levels of flow turbulence,
achieved by increasing the Reynolds number of the flow. It has been found that the turbulence structure of the flow
dominates the motion of the particles, creating particle-particle interactions, with most of these interactions taking
place at locations close to the channel walls and in regions of high turbulence where their agglomeration is aided
both by the high levels of turbulence and the high concentration of particles. A positive relationship between particle
surface energy, concentration and size, and agglomeration, was observed. Moreover, the results derived for the three
Reynolds numbers considered show that the rate of agglomeration is strongly influenced for high surface energy
particles by, and increases with, the intensity of the flow turbulence. In contrast, for lower surface energy particles,
the rate of agglomeration diminishes with an increase in flow turbulence intensity.
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